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5 things you need to know...
1.

Optimize agent productivity with call blending, skills
based routing and ‘time of day’ mode scheduling

2.

Raise customer satisfaction by proactively
contacting customers for satisfaction surveys,
balance alerts and important information

3.

Manage collections easily using outdial with the
benefits of dynamic number change and previous
contact history

4.

Shift your Contact Center from a cost
center to a profit center.

Get the best from your people by offering them
scope through widening their call tasks with

Maximize opportunities to reach out to your customers
during off-peak call periods and better utilize agents by
automatically offering outdial calls when agents become
available.
Take the opportunity to strenghten customer relationships
and loyalty while gaining vital information about ‘what the
customer really thinks’.
Shave 10 - 15 seconds off each call with ‘click to dial’.
Further savings can be created by utilizing dynamic number
change and dial histories, empowering agents to make
more informed call decisions.

outbound activity. Lower attrition rates by
eliminating mundane tasks with automation,
reducing agent frustration

5.

Track progress of Outdial campaigns in real-time,
utilizing wrap up code and historical analysis to
refine and improve campaign delivery and
completion
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Eliminate or simplify repetitive tasks such as contact
searches and manual dialling. Broaden the scope in an
agents day by varying tasks, ensuring valuable agent time is
focused on important revenue generating tasks like collections management.
Ensure successful campaign outcomes with simple, yet
powerful administration and reporting tools, designed with
multi-tasking managers in mind.
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Turn Low Demand into Opportunity
Gain competitive business advantage and find new ways to
contribute incremental revenue to your organization while
proactively maintaining customer relationships.
ZCC Outdial queuing solutions assist in the shift from ‘cost’
center to ‘profit’ center by allowing you to:
• Proactively manage customer contact and service

issues
• Monitor customer satisfaction
• Identify revenue opportunities to up-sell/cross-sell

existing customers

• Maximize agent productivity during off-peak periods

Many organizations experience periods of low inbound call
traffic. ZCC Outdial is a powerful assistor in evening out those
troughs, delivering a blend of inbound/outbound calls to
agents depending on their skillset, availability and the time of

Number of Agents making Outbound calls

16

Number of hours per Agent per day on Outbound calls

8

Number of Outbound calls per Agent per hour

8

Expected sales closing ratio

12%

Average revenue per sale

$30

Working days per month

22

Total contact center outbound calls per day

1,024

Total contact center outbound calls per month

22,528

Total revenue generated per day

$3,686

Total revenue generated per month

$81,101

Time saved per outbound call as a result of Outdial

12 Secs

Effect
Total Time Saved per Month Outdial

75 Hours

Additional Outbound Calls possible per month

600

Depending on the requirement, managers can choose from

Additional Sales per Month

72

the following campaign modes:

Additional Effect per Month

$2,160

Power - automatically connecting agents to live callers
Preview - presenting customer data and prompting agents to

Additional Effect per Year

$25,920

Estimated Payback Period

6.9 Months

day.

connect
These modes give organizations the flexibility to choose their
campaign focus. Does the campaign require agents to
familiarize themselves with customer histories prior to
connecting, as is the case with proactive service call
campaigns, or is the campaign a high volume, quick
turn-around activity requiring instant connection to callers, as
is the case with many telemarketing campaigns?

1. Save time with having call details screenpop. Agents easily identify
these clearly labelled calls and are either immediately connected to the
customer (power dial campaign) or are presented with a dial button
(preview dial campaign)
2. Minimize administration time, allowing managers to get on with
strategy. Outbound campaign creation and administration is done from
within ZCC Administrator. Administrators benefit from elegant point
and click control, reducing tasks such as choosing campaign types
down to something as simple as choosing from a drop down list.
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Outbound Contact Your Lifeblood?
Contact centers can and should allocate significant resources
to outbound operations; not just for telemarketing or
collections campaigns but also for customer service and alert
notifications. This kind of activity not only improves the
service provided to customers, but also makes a difference to
the bottom line of your business. However, large campaigns
often require large, expensive labor forces.
Double call volumes and increase revenue, while reducing
and in some cases eliminating expensive labor costs with
ZCC Autodial.
Autodial solutions can be used to call thousands of customers every week, utilizing voice messaging to advise customers
that they are behind with payments, enabling them to pay on
the spot with a simple press of a button.
Organizations can achieve a number of significant benefits
from the introduction of ZCC Autodial, such as:
• More efficient use of agent time – Agents are not

required to make or process calls relating to trivial or
routine tasks such as appointment reminders.
• Increased revenues – Activities such as debt collection

for nominal amounts can be performed in a cost
effective manner.

Simple Example – Return on Investment
This Autodial example is based on conservative estimates
for a typical contact center implementation.
A $50,000 investment could earn a return of $400,000
within a year, compared to a live agent solution.
Costs: Typical Autodial IVR solution

$50,000

• Number of Autodial outbound calls per day

800

Typical Live Agent solution
• Number of outbound calls per agent, per day

80

• Number of agents needed to make 800 calls

10

• Total number of outbound calls per day

800

• Average salary per agent, p.a.

$40,000

• Overheads per agent, p.a.

$5,000

Costs: Live agent solution

$450,000

Net Income year 1 (Gains – Investment):

$400,000

Time to recover $50,000 investment:

< 1.5 months

Return on Investment (over 1 year):

900%

• Enhanced customer service – Gives contact centers a

means of providing services that cannot be quickly or
cost effectively delivered by an agent (i.e. notifying
credit card holders of an account compromise).
• No need for professional services - Campaigns are

created quick smart and without extra cost because of
an intuitive administration interface.
• Real-time access to reporting - Information at your

fingertips keeping managers informed on outbound
campaign traffic.
• Better caller care – IVR call flows can be provided in

multiple languages, catering for the needs of your
customer base.

• Maximizing your return on investment – A single

integrated solution for both inbound and outbound call
management means less risk and lower administrative
overheads.

Autodial campaign examples:
• Utilities - power outage notifications
• All industries - customer surveys
• Account departments - late or overdue balance alerts
• Healthcare - prescription refill advisements
• Government - civil defence warnings
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Get the Best From Your People
High levels of agent churn is a common call center problem.
Studies show that the average call center agent lasts about
six months with call centers having a 40 percent average
annual turnover rate.
How do companies combat call center churn? One key way
to slow down agent attrition rates is to eliminate boredom.
A bored agent is an unproductive agent and one who
probably won’t be around for very long. Cross-training can
help. By teaching agents several different jobs and

switching them around regularly, monotony can be reduced
and agent satisfaction will rise.
ZCC Outdial solutions add scope and variety to an agent’s
work day. Supplying agents with high-value work, such as
revenue generating tasks and ensuring they have the
information they require at hand in screenpops and automated
scripting, reduces the number of trivial tasks and increases
the value within an agent’s role.

‘Drop your agent attrition rates by half’
Track Your Progress & Adapt to Conditions
Quality in the Contact Center is driven by
clearly defined processes and a mature
knowledge base.
Statistics provide managers with the
information needed to strategically build
upon quality service levels.
Wrap up codes, entered after each call can
be used to define Outdial call campaigns.
Outbound calls are a powerful customer
servicing tool, but need to be correctly
targeted.
Ensure you know what is going to be
perceived as valuable by your customers
before you launch into running outbound
campaigns – utilize the reports you have at
hand
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